
Week 6: Stress and Stress Management

Medical Weight Management 
Full/Modified Meal Replacement Program 

Week 6: 
Stress and Stress Management

What you’ll need for class today…
Something to write with, your “A Way In” Guidebook, and 
somewhere comfy to sit!

We will begin promptly
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Mindful 
Minute
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• Successes/Wins?

• Challenges/Struggles?

• Questions?
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“It is not a daily increase, but a daily decrease. Hack 
away at the inessentials.” 
Bruce Lee

“Its not stress that kills us, it is our reaction to it.”
Hans Selye

“You cannot always control what goes on outside. 
But you can always control what goes on inside.”
Wayne Dyer



What is 
stress?

• Stress is when something happens, 
and it feels too much for you to 
handle.

• How you view events determines 
the level of stress you experience 
about them. 



External vs Internal Stress

External stress is caused by things 
happening to us:
• Traffic, work, pandemics, natural 

disasters
• Examples?

Internal stress is caused by the 
thoughts and feelings that you have 
about things happening
• Over-thinking about something 

someone said
• Examples?



The Balance of Stress

Your ability to function in life depends 
on your level of stress.

Some stress is helpful and provides 
the motivation to get you going. 

Too little stress and we become bored
Too much stress and we can 
experience panic, fatigue, or ill health

Your optimal level of stress  is unique 
to you.



How does stress affect health?
• When your stress reaction (fight/flight/freeze) becomes 

activated, changes are initiated in your sympathetic nervous 
system

• Pupils dilate, perspiration, lungs expand, blood flow increases to 
muscles, etc.

• Your body is only designed to physically endure this activated 
mode for a very brief amount of time (to fight off or flee 
from the threat)

• Nowadays, it’s common to live a more stressful lifestyle and 
your body might be forced to remain in this mode far longer 
than it is physically able to endure (chronic stress). 

• This can lead to eventual exhaustion and break down



How does stress affect health?

Cortisol, the body’s main stress 
hormone, acts as a part of our body’s 
alarm system.

Excess cortisol can lead to anxiety, 
depression, headaches, heart disease, 
memory and concentration problems, 
digestion issues, rapid weight gain, 
increase in cravings, and sleep 
disturbance.



Personal Signs of 
too Much Stress

• Changes in behavior

• Changes in thoughts

• Changes in feelings and 
emotions

• Changes in physical health 
and bodily functions



Personal Signs of Too Much Stress

Changes in Thoughts (difficulties with) 
• Focusing or concentrating
• Remembering things
• Thinking positively
• Obsessing over things

Changes in Behavior
• Problems sleeping
• Overeating or bingeing
• Excessive drinking or using drugs
• Changes in sexual desire
• A strong need to get away



Personal 
Signs of Stress

• Irritable
• Anxious
• Worried
• Sad or melancholic
• Tense
• Angry
• Helpless
• Hopeless
• Depressed

Changes in 
feelings (I feel…)

Changes in physical 
health/bodily functions

• Backaches or neckaches
• Muscular tension
• Nervous stomach
• Other digestive problems
• Breathing problems
• Frequent urination or 

urge to urinate
• Chronic tiredness or fatigue
• Dizziness 



Group Questions

What are your most common 
personal signs of stress?



Eating as a means 
of stress relief

• You eat to relieve stress, because it 
works!

• Eating can be an escape from when you 
feel overwhelmed and can numb 
uncomfortable feelings.

• If food is associated with pleasure, the 
pleasure centers in your brain are 
stimulated creating a positive affect.

• Finding other ways to manage stress 
without eating is important for 
long-term success. 



Knowing what to stress over?
When the Stress is … aggravated or caused by your 
perception – use your toolbox of skills

When Stress is… caused by real and/or life altering 
events like natural disasters, pandemics, loss of a loved 
one, etc. evaluate your options for coping…

• The degree to which the event is potentially harmful, 
threatening, or challenging – the more of these then 
the more stress we feel

• The options you think you have for coping – the more 
options you have, typically the less stressed you feel 
(reference your toolbox we created!)

• The more adaptive coping strategies you use to deal 
with the event, the less stress you experience later. 
(i.e., using food may cause more stress later due to 
feeling guilty.)



Stress can accumulate…

• Think of your ability to handle stress like a big cup 
and stressful events is like liquid that fills it up.

• If life keeps pouring into your cup, and you are 
not pouring anything out, your cup will eventually 
overflow. 

• You may not be able to solve everything that 
causes you stress, however with your tools you 
can pour out some of the liquid in your cup, so it 
does not overflow.



Two important questions for 
coping with stress…

What small changes can I make to my 
lifestyle, so I experience stress less often?
Set boundaries, make schedules, improve sleep 
hygiene, adequate nutrition, incorporate more self-
care activities, connect with others, etc.

What coping skills can I use to help reduce 
stress when it comes up for me?
• Any of the coping skills from your toolbox!
• What are some specific examples for you?
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Relieving Stress Video 
Coming This Week!

In this video you will learn 
about what stress is, how 

to identify stress, and 
understand what types of 

stress are inside and 
outside our control. 

In addition, there are tools 
that you can practice 

during the video as well as 
tools that you can use 
throughout your day.

This EMMI video 
complements the learning 

that you did in class this 
week! We’ll discuss next 
week what you learned.



Something to 
think about…

Choose one focus for the week:

• One small change I can make to my 
lifestyle to produce less stress is…

• One new coping skill I can use to 
manage my stress is…



Questions?
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Virtual Classroom Reminders

• Please have yourself on mute when you are 
not talking.

• If you would like to share or ask a question, 
please use the chat box or raise your hand 
then unmute yourself.

• If connection is lost on my end, please give me 
about 15 minutes to reboot my router. If it 
takes longer than 15 minutes for me to return, 
that means there is an issue with the internet 
service in the area. We will resume class next 
week.

• Ensure that you are in a private room, by 
yourself to ensure the privacy of your 
classmates. If you are unable to be in a room 
away from others use headphones.
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